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Killorglin 5 – 0 Kingdom
Boys B
The 12’s went into this
game on the back of a 7
match unbeaten run and
didn’t fail to continue that
run. This puts the lads in
with a great chance of finishing the season on a
high with a continued
league performance and
an expected
Cup run.
It’s not all
about winning but how
the game is
played. We
try within
training sessions to get

LAST MAN STANDING
Starts This Sat Jan 21st
If Interested
Text Your Name and Team
To 0871648442

players to pass and move
and bring this into our
game and there are signs
that the hard work is paying off.

were always a threat. We
went into the half time with
a 2-0 lead with the other
goal scored by Cathal
Crosby.

The result does not reflect
the work and chances that
were created within the
game. We started with a
completely different
team , yet again and it
goes to show what this
squad is capable off. Up
front Mark Lynch & Tiernan O’Sullivan worked
tirelessly, Mark showing
his delightful touches and
Tiernan scoring our opening goal. With Brice and
Cathal running up and
down the line supplying
crosses and having
chances of their own we

Changes were made at
half time with Daire
Cleary,Liam Crooke and
Mark O’Connor coming on
and all 3 adding to the
score line. In fact Liam
scored our first headed
goal this season, let’s
hope it’s not the last. I did
feel for Connor Murphy in
goal not because of what
happened but he was frozen with so little to do.
This goes to show that with
Paudi, Ethan, Daragh,
Kieran, Hugh, Jack & Connor Sugrue we have a defensive set up that now can
mix it with the best. In
midfield we had Sean,
another outstanding
display, and Ian working like Trojans for the
team, with Brice, Cathal, Gary and Liam
playing their part on
the outside. Scoring,
at the moment does
not seem to be a
problem, with Daire,
Tiernan, Mark Lynch
& Mark O’Connor
being very lively and
all scoring in the last 2
games.

Before Noon Dec 10th.
€10 To Enter, €2 Of Which
Will Go To Charity.
Rules :
Pick a team to win in Premership on Dec 10
If your team wins you are
through to next round—
draw or lose and you are
out.
Cant pick same team twice.

'The philosophy of a lot of European teams, even in home matches, is not to give a goal away.' - Alex Ferguson

This all argues well for
the rest of the
season and
especially for
our next
game against
Inter Kenmare it the
Cup in 2
weeks time.

U11’s Hit 7 AGAIN
Next Weeks Fixtures:
Cup Weekend
U11’s
Ballyhar v Killorglin B 10.30
Killorglin A v Park A 12.15
U15’s
K Celtic B v Killorglin B 12
League Fixtures
U13 Div 1
Killorglin A v Asdee 11
U15 Prem
K Celtic v Killorglin A 6.30

Behy Rovers 1 - 7 Killorglin
Another seven scored by
this bunch of players in
quick succession, They
beat Killarney Athletic by
the same scoreline over
Christmas. Some of the
regulars were missing but
that did not effect the result
Jack O’ Leary opened the
scoring, his 11th so far and
he was also on hand in
setting up the 2nd along
with Eoin Clifford as Gary
Murphy scored.

As soon as the second half
started Niall Carey supplied the cross for a Killian
Murphy goal and another
cross from Carey was finished by the impressive
Callen to put Killorglin 5
ahead.
Murphy quickly got his 2nd
and centre back Sean Corcoran finished off Killorglin’s scoring. All Killorglin players were impressive. Keep it up lads.

Killorglin had an abundance of chances many
chances in the first half
and Dean Callen made it 3
before half time.

U14’s Win At Home
Killorglin 1 – 0 Camp
On a very cold Saturday morning a Patrick Daly goal was enough for Killorglin to remain in 2 nd place in the league.
U16’s Win Away
Asdee 1 – 3 Killorglin

Saturday Morning Soccer
Saturday saw the first training session of the year for these lads and new jerseys were the order of the day and all enjoyed
themselves.
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'If you can't stand the heat in the dressing room, get out of the kitchen.' - Terry Venerable

